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THE VISION AND MISSION OF KV 
KATHMANDU:

The mission and vision of the 
Vidyalaya is to provide every student 
with equal opportunities in all fields. 
This is to polish them into a diamond 
to make them shine in the society. The 
Vidyalaya makes the education fun 
and joyous for every student and are 
guided and molded to become global 
leaders. 

Dear Readers,
You are reading ‘Insight’, the first 
edition of EOI Kathmandu’s Kendriya 
Vidyalaya. Insight traces the important 
moments which makes KV stand out. 
 A plethora of activities and 
programmes are conducted to bring 
a student’s inner potential whether 
it be in academics or sports.  They 
also teach students to reinforce the 
values of life, cultural harmony and 
promote sustainability. KV is also 
known for developing the quality of 
global citizenship in the students with 
national ethos. The holistic approach 
thus makes learning fun and joyous. 
And this practice is a stepping stone 
to  invigorate in pursuit of excellence 
and strengthen endeavors of 
discovery of latent talents and nurture 
overall growth among the students. 

                                           -Editor

I am happy to see that Kendriya Vidyalaya, Embassy of India, 
Kathmandu is bringing out its very first newsletter – “Insight.” 
This newsletter will help in disseminating up to date information 
on school’s activities and provide yet another avenue for 
creative expression to the school team. Initiatives like this 
exemplifies the school ‘s mission to cultivate innovation and 
service in young minds. I congratulate the school team on this 
initiative and extend my best wishes for their future endeavors.
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PRASANNA SHRIVASTAVA
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“Our ability to reach unity in 
diversity will be the beauty 
and the test of our civilization.” 
-Mahatma Gandhi. The 
Vidyalaya recognises and 
respects the “ways of being” 
that are not necessarily our 
own. So that as we interact with  
people  of diverse communities 
we can build bridges of trust, 
respect, and understand 
different cultures.This widens 
thinking and mould the Global 
Leaders of tomorrow.

BE YOUR OWN
BRAND

Principal’s Message
“Learning to know each other, Learning to Do & Learning to Live and share 
together.”

We explore the possibilities in every individual child, hone her/him skills and 
make him/her capable to pursue worthy goals in the service of the Nation and 
Humanity. To enable this KVS follows a joyful and experiential learning 
system, wherein each child is encouraged to participate wholeheartedly.

The newsletter mirrors the activities of the Vidyalaya which is programmed 
for the holistic Development of its students.
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Our tiny little friends from the 
Primary Section  who take part in 
every
Competition, with no problems and 
no care of the world. They 
Are those who make our day, those 
who make us smile 
with their cuteness. They are those 
who are annoying but beautiful

to the heart. They are the wonders 
which will make the next generation,
those who will carry us when we get 
Old.

Those who have a heart like a 
diamond formed on the SUN.
They are our tiny little friends……
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The sports day  was conducted for 
the Primary with events such as 
spoon race, book balancing race, 
bag packing race, running race, 
frog race, etc .Competitions were 
conducted house wise & category 
wise  for all classes from I to V

SPORTS

CCA
The CCA or the co-
curricular activities 
encouraged every student 
to  take part in various 
competition and win.
 Fruit and vegetable carving 
competition, Diya making 
competition, Drawing 
competition, Fancy dress 
competition, singing 
competition, dancing 
competition, Rakhi making 
competition were some of 
the competitions conducted
Diya making competition
We celebrate Diwali by 
lighting the diyas.Diwali  
was made more creative 
and colourful with ‘Diya. 

making competition’ 
 Drawing is one of the 
oldest forms of human 
expression with the visual 
arts. The primary students 
expressed their feelings in 
the drawing competition and 
conducted an exhibition of 
their drawings.

RAKSHABANDHAN 
For making this festival 
more joyous  a rakhi making 
competition was conducted 
for primary section which 
saw very colourful and 
innovative Rakhis .

VEGETABLE 
CARVING
The competitors used fruits 
and vegetable to create 
shapes and symbols.

PRAVESHNOTSAV
Our lives are full of new 
events which we experience 
on different days. Going to 
school for the first time is 
memorable. Similarly for 
class 1 it was a memorable 
day. The new batch of 2022 
was welcomed on……  

On Monday, November 14, 2022 
Grandparents day along with Children’s 
Day  was celebrated .The special 
invitees for the program were the  
Grandparents of primary students who 
enthusiastically participated in the 
programs held .
Fancy dress Competition
Students dressed up as various 
characters and walked the stage to 
display  their costumes and characters

-----------------------------------------------------

GRANDPARENT’S  DAY 
Community Lunch
Community lunch Sharing 
is caring. The school 
conducted community 
lunch for every class for 
teaching children’s peace 
and brotherhood and how 
to share things with friends. 
On this day everyone 
bring different types of 
food item and whole class 
sits together sharing their 
food with each other. This 
program is not only for 
educational purpose but 
also for fun and memorable 
movement with friends

Investiture ceremony
A  very proud moment for 
the young leaders who are 
given their badges and 
sashes.a special day for all 
especially the  Head Boy 
Bhavik Sharma and  Head 

 
Display board decoration 
is a project given to each 
class. Every student of the  
class gather information 
and pictures related to the   
topic assigned like Fun 

 

EMBASSY VISIT
As we know our Embassy is very beautiful. 
Classes I and II enjoyed the wide open 
lawns of the Embassy  and  did many 
activities  like yoga.
Community Forest Tour Students 
of Classes III to V were taken to the 
Community Forest of Ranibari  and 
enjoyed a day spent in the open with 
Community Lunch

with Shapes,Nature etc  and 
decorate the display board 
of their classes together. 
A wonderful display of  
creativity and teamwork. 

DISPLAY BOARD
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The Vidyalaya staged copious 
co-curricular activities as 
inter house competitions in 
primary and secondary section, 
separately under the auspices 
of 4 houses on Thursdays and 
Fridays respectively. Among the 
competitions conducted include 
debates, elocutions, group song, 
dance, painting, slogan writing, 
poster making, recitations etc.

CELEBRATIONS
Vidyalaya celebrated days of national and 
international importance independence 
day, teachers’ day, children’s day, Gandhi 
Jayanthi etc. These were occasions 
students re-dedicated themselves to 
the cause of nation building. Festivals 
like Diwali,Dashain were celebrated 
in a befitting manner with all their due 
importance. A variety of programmes were 
organized to promote tolerance and mutual 
respect for all religions and cultures.

CO-CURRICULAR 
ACTIVITIES

The Student Council which comprises of selected 
meritorious students takes an active part in the 
running of the Vidyalaya. Investiture for SI and 
SII was conducted on 9 th September 2022.shri 
Karun Bansal,IFS and Smt Neha Pandey ,IPS 
invested the council with badges and flags.

STUDENT COUNCIL SCOUTS AND GUIDES
The Vidyalaya has a unit of scouts and 
guides for the secondary section and cubs 
and bulbuls for the Primary section.

MORNING 
ASSEMBLY
 
Assembly is conducted 
for all the classes in the 
morning just before starting 
school sessions to get the 
awareness of happenings in 
the school and community 

48th Annual  Sports  Day 
was  inaugurated by Prasanna 
Shrivastava(DCM) 

Football, Basketball, Table Tennis, 
,Shot put and many more events 

were conducted in vidyalaya

 SPORTS DAY 
EVENTS

EVENTS GALORE

EDUCATIONAL 
TRIPS 
Trips  to different places has made 
learning  more fun and informative. 
secondary section were taken for 
field trips to Godavari Botanical Park 
and Ranibari Community  forest.

SPORTS AND GAMES

Painting Competition

June 21 - International Yoga Day Teachers Day
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 PRIDE IN EXCELLENCE        IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Rajbir Pradhan of Class IX is a rising star in 
International Lawn Tennis

1st in JTI National Junior Tournament U-14 2022
2nd in JTI National Junior Tournament U-16 2022 
Participated in junior Davis cup in Sri Lanka
Participated in Division 1 tournament in Thailand
Played 9th National games at Pokhara
1st in Team Tennis Nepal Tournament U-14 
2nd in Team tennis Nepal Tournament U-16

    AT THE ZENITH

 EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES 

Kendriya Vidyalaya EOI Kathmandu was awarded the 
President International Education Award for the year 
2022 for remarkable achievements of students in the 
field of Education

All the classes released the class magazines which gave a platform for expressing and 
showcased the creativity of class.

  FREEZE THE MOMENT @ THE EVEREST BASE 
Go to the  heights few others 
have ventured. Coveted by 
climbers and big mountain 
hikers, the Everest Base Camp 
Trek takes you to a dizzying 
5,364m where you are dwarfed 
by the snow-capped peaks of 
the tallest mountains on Earth.

Mr.AP Vinod Kumar(Principal),
Mr. Dhananjay Parkar(PGT 
Physics)
Mr. Akash Halder(PGT 
Chemistry),Kallae 
Venkateswarulu(UDC) overcame 
all challenges successfully to 
hoist the KV Flag.

   PURSUING PERFECTION

 QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE

      VIDYALAYA 
MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE MEETING

    EXPLORE,CREATE,
 INSPIRE 

In the Interschool Sanskrit Shloka Competition 
held at Embassy of India, Kathmandu.

The Quiz  team of Yash Singhal, Arnav Agrawal, Rumash 
Shah and Prince Gupta won the second position in QUIZ-
O-PEDIA, an Inter School Quiz competition organized by 
LEO CLUB OF KATHMANDU SAMARPAN.

Vidyalaya management meeting 
was conducted by VMC for the 
improvements and changes to be 
taken for betterment of Vidyalaya

Ankit Agrawal ,Krishna Bansal and 
Mayank Jalan of Class XI Science 
Stream  won the second prize in “On 
the Spot Working Model Competition” 
in  International Science Exhibition 
held at DAV Sushil Kedia Vishwa 
Bharati school.

Class 10th-Towards tomorrow, 
Class 9th-The nine titans, Class 
7th-A glimpse of the past, Class 6th- 
Kaleidoscope   
The magazine is filled with creativity 
in the form articles, poems, abstract, 
biographies etc.

   CELEBRITY ENCOUNTER
Miss Nepal 2010 Sadichha Shrestha visited 
the Vidyalaya for an interactive session on” 
Personal Productivity and Efficiency” for 
students of Class XII.

EDUCATE,ENLIGHTEN,EMPOWER 

REPATRIATED STAFF 

Created and designed by class IX  (2022-2023)
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